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Section A (AO1) 
 
General remarks 
 
In answering those questions dealing with literary techniques, the best candidates will not only identify 
the various literary techniques employed; they will also do so in a clear, concise manner and with an 
accurate use of technical vocabulary.  They should also be able to show what particular effect (if any) 
a technique has. 
 
The following suggestions for an answer’s content are not designed to be exhaustive or 
prescriptive. 
 
Euripides Electra (lines 1–111, 213–431, 487–698) 
 
1 Lines 262–291 
 
 (i) Orestes describes Electra’s husband as noble because he has let her remain a virgin; he 

says that he must be treated well by Orestes.  Electra agrees, but questions whether Orestes 
– who she thinks is still absent – will ever come.  

 
 (ii) Orestes draws pointed attention to the fact that Clytemnestra is Electra’s mother – the 

implication is that she should not be willing to see Electra so degraded; in a contemptuously 
general statement, Electra dismisses her mother as interested in her husband, not her 
children; the language that Orestes uses of Aegisthus is critical; Electra’s answers imply that 
Aegisthus is a coward (he fears an avenger); Orestes insults Aegisthus by referring to him 
not in his own right, but as the ‘husband of your mother’; Electra longs for revenge,  revels in 
Aegisthus’ ignorance, and seems to take pride in their concealment of her virginity.  

 
  Candidates might wish to discuss the following details, and any poetic effects which might 

attend them:  
 

  mh/thr .... h( tekou=sa  

  ... tau=t` h)ne/sxeto; 

  gunai=kej a)ndrw=n ... ou) pai/dwn fi/lai. 

  u(/bris`  

  tekei=n m` e)bou/let` a)sqenh 

  poina/toraj 

  w(=n e)moi\ doi/h di/khn. 

  mhtro\j po/sij 

  ou)k oi)=de  

  sigv= tou=q` u(fairou/mesqa/ nin. 
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 (iii) Orestes shows that he is hesitant, and that he wants the reassurance of Electra’s support 
when it comes to revenge; Electra shows that she assumes Orestes to be bolder than he is, 
and ready for action; her own character is shown to be forceful, violent, and completely 
obsessed with revenge – she presents it as her life’s one goal.  

 
  Candidates might wish to discuss the following details, and any poetic effects which might 

attend them: 
 

  ti/ ... O)re/sthj pro\j to/d ... ; 

  h)/rou to/d`;  

  ai)sxro/n g` ei)=paj:  

  ou) ga\r nu=n a)kmh/; 

  e)lqw\n de\ dh\ pw=j ... ; 

  tolmw=n u(p` e)xqrw=n oi(=` e)tolmh/qh path/r. 

  ... met` au)tou= mhte/r` a)\n tlai/hj ktanei=n; 

  tau)t%= ge pele/kei t%= path\r a)pw/leto. 

  le/gw ta/d` ...  be/baia ta)po\ sou=; 

  qa/noimi  

  mhtro\j ai(=m` e)pisfa/cas` e)mh=j. 

  feu=: 
 
 (iv) Translation is marked out of 15, divided by 3. 
 

  a)ll`, w)= ce/n` ... nin. [3] 

  ne/a ga\r ... ne/ou. [3] 

  ei(=j a)\n ... fi/lwn. [3] 

  a)=r` o(\n .... fo/nou; [3] 

  patro/j ge ... ge/rwn. [3] 
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2  Lines 668–698 
 
 (i) All three characters show that they are willing to go ahead and they call upon the gods for 

the divine support they think is owed them; they focus on their suffering and claim that their 
revenge matches the injustices they and Agamemnon have suffered.  The intertwining 
stichomythia build the pace; the invocation of a series of gods likewise raises the tone of the 
scene, which is in turn made more immediate and so dramatic by the direct appeal to 
Agamemnon; the focus sweeps from Zeus down to the human residents of the underworld 
and this expanse is dramatic; the language used throughout is forceful and often repeated to 
build the dramatic intensity. 

 

  Candidates might wish to discuss the following details, and any poetic effects which might 
attend them:  

 

  stei/xoim` a)/n 

  ou)k a)kousi/wj 

  w)= Zeu= Patr%=e 

  oi)/ktire/ ... oi)ktra\  

  pepo/nqamen . 

  oi)/ktire ... oi)/ktire  

  dh=ta sou/j ge fu/ntaj e)kgo/nouj. 

  H(/ra ... kratei=j  

  do\j .... do\j  

  ei) di/kai` ai)tou/meqa 

  timwro\n di/khn 

  w)= ka/tw gh=j ... oi)kw=n pa/ter  

  kai\ Gai=` a)/nassa 

  xei=raj v(= di/dwm` e)ma=j   

  a)/mun` a)/mune  

  pa/nta nekro/n e)lqe\ su/mmaxon labw/n 

  oi(/per ... Fru/gaj a)nh/lwsan dori\  

  a)nosi/ouj mia/storaj 

  dei/n` ... paqw/n 

  e)c e)mh=j mhtro\j  

  stei/xein d` a)kmh/. 
 
 (ii) Electra here seems violent and strident: she views revenge as all or nothing, preferring 

suicide to a failed attempt. 
 

  Candidates might wish to discuss the following details and any poetic effects which might 
attend them. 

 

  Ai)/gisqon qanei=n 

  palaisqei\j ptw=ma qana/simon pesv= 

  te/qnhka ka)gw/ 

  mhde/ me zw=san le/ge 

  pai/sw ... h(=par tou)mo\n  

  a)mfh/kei ci/fei. 

  o)lulu/cetai pa=n dw=ma 

  qnv/skontoj  

  tau=ta/ soi le/gw. 
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 (iii) Translation is marked out of 15, divided by 3.  
 

  pa/nt` oi=)da.   .... se xrh/.  [3] 

  u(mei=j de/ ... tou=de:  [4] 

  frourh/sw d` ... e)mv=. [4] 

  ou) ga/r ... kaqubri/sai. [4] 

 
 
Homer Iliad XXII 

 

3 Lines 37–65 
 
 (i) Priam feels fear for Hector’s life, bitterness and anger towards Achilles, and it is clear that 

Achilles has caused him much sorrow. 
 
  Candidates might wish to discuss the following details, and any poetic effects which might 

attend them:  
 

  e)leeina 

  o)regnu/j 

  mh/ moi mi/mne 

  fi/lon te/koj 

  oi)=oj a)/neuq` a)/llwn 

  a/xa 

  po/tmon 

  sxe/tlioj 

  ....ta/xa ke/n e( ku/nej kai\ gu=pej e)/doien / kei/menon: 

  ai)no\n ... a)/xoj 

  a)po\ prapi/dwn 

  ui(w=n pollw=n te kai\ e)sqlw=n 

  ktei/nwn kai\ perna\j 

  thledapa/wn 
 
 (ii) Translation is marked out of 15, divided by 3. 
 

  a)ll` ei) ... e)/ndon: [6] 

  polla\ ga\r ... A)/tlhj. [3] 

  ei) d` ... do/moisin, [3] 

  a)/lgoj ... teko/mesqa: [3] 
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 (iii) Priam asks Hector to think of the greater grief the Trojans would feel at his death, he draws 
attention to this death, he reminds Hector of the good he can do by staying alive, the benefit 
that his death would bring to Achilles and the loss it would bring to Hector. 

 
  Candidates might wish to discuss the following details, and any poetic effects which might 

attend them: 
 

  laoi=sin d` a/)lloisi  

  minunqadiw/teron a)/lgoj 

  kai\ su\ qa/nvj  

  qa/nvj ... damasqei/j 

  e)mon te/koj 

  Trw=aj kai\ Tr%=aj 

  me/ga ku=doj  

  au)to\j  

  fi/lhj ai)w=noj 
 
 (iv) Priam draws attention to his miserable state, the fate in store for him, his weakness and old 

age and the quantity of his previous suffering. 
 
  Candidates might wish to discuss the following details, and any poetic effects which attend 

them: 
 

  ...e)me\ ton du/sthnon  

  e)/ti frone/ont`  

  e)le/hson 

  du/smoron 

  path\r Kroni/dhj  

  e)pi\ gh/raoj ou)d%= 

  ai)/sv e)n a)rgale/v  

  kaka\ po/ll` e)pido/nta  

  ui(=a/j ... qu/gatraj... qala/mouj ... nh/pia te/kna... nuou\j  

  o)llume/nouj... e)klhqei/saj... kerai+zome/nouj... ballo/mena... e(lkome/naj 

  o)lov=j u(po\ xersi\n  
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4 Lines 367–394 
 
 (i) The Achaians are fascinated by Hector, struck with wonder at his size and appearance, 

jubilant now to be able to have the upper hand, and vengeful towards him for the previous 
destruction.  

 
  Candidates might wish to discuss the following details, and any poetic effects which might 

attend them:  
 

  peri/dramon ui(=ej A)xaiw=n 

  qhh/santo 

  kai\ ... fuh\n kai\ ei)=doj a)ghto\n 

  E(/ktoroj  

  a)nouthti/  

  ei)/pesken... ei)/peske ... ou)th/saske 

  w)\ po/poi 

  ma/la dh\ malakw/teroj a)mfafa/asqai 

  puri\ khle/% 

  ou)th/saske 
 
 (ii) Achilles seems triumphant and proud of his victory; he is keen to press the advantage and 

vigorously suggests investigating how the Trojans will respond to Hector’s death. 
 
  Candidates might wish to discuss the following details and any poetic effects which might 

attend them: 
 

  h(gh/torej h)de\ me/dontej 

  e)pei\ ... qeoi\ ... e)/dwkan 

  kaka\ po/ll` e)/rrecen 

  o(/s` ou) su/mpantej oi( a(/lloi 

  peirhqw=men 

  po/lin a)/krhn 

  tou=de peso/ntoj ... kai\ E(/ktoroj ou)ke/t` e)o/ntoj 
 
 (iii) Achilles here shows a more human side as he remembers Patroclus: we see his devotion 

towards him and his grief-stricken determination never to forget him.  This is in striking 
contrast to the merciless savagery shown so far; at this point the reader might begin to feel 
sorry for Achilles once more. 

 
  Candidates might wish to discuss the following details and any poetic effects which might 

attend them. 
  

  a)lla\ ti/ .... ; 

  ne/kuj a)/klautoj a)/qaptoj / Pa/trokloj 

  ou)k e)pilh/somai 

  o)/fr` a)\n ... zwoi=sin mete/w  

  kai\ moi fi/la gou/nat` o)rw/rv 

  au)ta\r e)gw\  

  kai\ kei=qi  

  fi/lou ... e(tai/rou. 
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 (iv) Translation is marked out of 15, divided by 3. 
 

  nu=n d`.... A)xaiw=n, [3] 

  nhusi\n ... a)/gwmen. [4] 

  h)ra/meqa ... E(/ktora di=on, [4] 

  %( Trw=ej ... eu)xeto/wnto. [4] 
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Section B 
 
Essays are marked in line with the scheme below.  Candidates will not tend to show all the qualities 
or faults described by any one mark band.  Examiners will attempt to weigh all these up at every 
borderline, in order to see whether the work can be considered for the category above. 
 
To achieve at the highest level candidates need to demonstrate close engagement both with the texts 
studied and with critical scholarship.  Language should include confident use of technical terms.  
Credit will be given for a well expressed and well-structured response. 
 
Examiners will take a positive and flexible approach and, even when there are obvious flaws in an 
answer, they will reward evidence of knowledge and any signs of understanding and careful 
organisation.  In the marking of these questions, specific guidelines will be given for each questions 
agreed by the examination team.  This is exemplified in the indicative content given below the mark 
scheme.  
 

Level AO1 Descriptor Marks AO3 Descriptor Marks 

5 

Thorough historical, political, social 
and cultural knowledge.  Specific 
detail as well as wide ranging 
knowledge of the set text. 

7–8 

Close analysis of text.  Authoritative 
selection of appropriate material.  
Engagement with secondary 
literature where relevant.  Confident 
use of technical terms.  Well-
structured, well-developed and 
coherent response. 

11–12 

4 
Sound historical, political, social and 
cultural knowledge.  Specific detail or 
wide ranging knowledge of the text. 

5–6 

Clear ability to analyse the text.  
Relevant selection of material.  
Familiarity with secondary literature 
where relevant.  Some use of 
technical terms.  Clear and logically 
structured response. 

8–10 

3 

Some historical, political, social and 
cultural knowledge.  Fair knowledge 
of the text, though superficial and / or 
lacking in general context. 

3–4 

Some analysis of the text.  Material 
selected but not always to best 
effect.  Some reference to secondary 
literature included where relevant.  
Occasional correct use of technical 
terms.  Structure and development of 
the response unconvincing. 

5–7 

2 
Limited historical, political, social and 
cultural knowledge.  Partial 
knowledge of the text. 

1–2 

Weak analysis of the text.  Material 
unfocused.  Attempt at correct use of 
technical terms but some confusion.  
No progression of argument. 

3–4 

1 
Random evidence of knowledge of 
text/wider context. 

0 

No attempt at analysis of text.  Basic 
material.  No evidence of technical 
terms.  Little attempt at structuring 
the response. 

0–2 
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Indicative Content 
 
Euripides Electra (lines 1–111, 213–431, 487–698) 
 
5 Do you find Orestes and Electra’s reaction to their mother’s murder convincing? 
 
 AO1: Candidates should show knowledge of the final scene; the remorse shown by Orestes and 

Electra and their reasons for it.  In addition, they should show knowledge of Orestes and Electra’s 
attitudes towards the matricide before it takes place.  

 
 AO3: Candidates should analyse and evaluate this material by considering the extent to which 

Orestes and Electra’s remorse matches their characters as presented in the first part of the play.  
The best answers are likely to discuss Orestes and Electra separately, and consider Orestes’ 
hesitation pre-murder in contrast to Electra’s obstinate resolve.  Candidates may also consider 
the extent to which their words in the final scene match with their earlier characters: for example, 
Electra reveals the same concern about her role within married society, and re-iterates her hate 
for her mother.  The best answers may discuss the structure of the final scene too (i.e. its 
comparative brevity and the use of lyrics and the impact this makes) and the extent to which its 
content is perhaps dictated by the traditional myth.    

 
 
6 Does the Electra encourage worship of the gods? 
 
 AO1: Candidates should show knowledge of the presentation of the gods within this play and the 

human characters’ reactions to them, considering for example, the role of sacrifice, oaths and 
invocations, Apollo’s oracle and the Dioscori’s appearance and judgement at the play’s end.  
They should also show knowledge of the fifth-century religious context. 

 
 AO3: Candidates should analyse and evaluate this material by considering the extent to which 

the gods are shown to be attractive and powerful, and the extent to which their worship is 
presented as an option (discussing here the tension between divine command, human morality, 
and the role of the law courts).  Useful to their discussion will be to consider the comments made 
by the characters (e.g. Orestes’ decision to follow Apollo’s command), and the value they attach 
to religious observance (e.g. the honours paid to Agamemnon’s tomb / Clytemnestra and 
Aegisthus’ commitment to due sacrifices).  The best answers will assess this material in the 
context of fifth-century values and show an understanding of the different attitudes towards 
religion then.   

 
 
Homer Iliad XXII 

 
7 ‘In Book XXII there is more to criticise about Achilles than to praise.’  Discuss. 
 
 AO1: Candidates should show knowledge of the scenes where Achilles is in focus.  These 

include his dialogue with Apollo at the book’s opening, Priam and Hecuba’s response when they 
see his approach, the imagery used to describe him, Hector’s reaction to Achilles, their dialogues, 
Achilles’ skill in their final combat, his response to Hector’s death and his shameful treatment of 
the corpse, and Priam, Hecuba and Andromache’s reactions.  Candidates should also show 
knowledge of the values of the Homeric world. 

 
 AO3: Candidates should analyse and evaluate this material, and discuss the methods by which 

the text encourages us to praise or to blame Achilles’ actions.  This discussion should show an 
understanding of the values of the Homeric world.  The best answers will demonstrate an 
awareness of the poetic methods used to colour the narrative, such as imagery, focus and pace, 
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in addition to the more obvious methods, such as the reactions of the other characters (including 
the gods), and the explicit statements of the narrator. 

 
 
8 Discuss the effects of the direct speech used by Homer in Book XXII. 
 
 AO1: Candidates should show knowledge of the range of speeches given during Book XXII.  

These include: the dialogue between Achilles and Apollo; Priam and Hecuba’s pleas to their son; 
Hector’s debate with himself; the conversation between Zeus and Athene; the  interchange 
between the disguised Athene and Hector, the speeches which Hector and Achilles make to each 
other; Achilles’ speech when Hector is dead; the Achaians’ comments as they stab the corpse; 
Priam, Hecuba and Andromache’s laments.  Candidates should also show knowledge of the 
genre of oral poetry. 

 
 AO3: Candidates should analyse and evaluate the contribution these speeches make to the text, 

by considering, for example, how they help to establish emotional registers, to pace the narrative, 
to engage the reader, to delineate the characters, and to distinguish between the narrator’s voice 
and that of his characters.  The best answers might show an awareness of the nature of oral 
poetry, and the benefit that different ‘voices’ bring to its delivery.  
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Section C 
 
Candidates choose one questions from this section 
 
Either Unseen Literary Criticism or Essay 
 
(a) Unseen Literary Criticism 
 
9 (i) and (ii) Marks are awarded in line with the band descriptors below 
 
The following grid will be used to decide the marks; for questions worth more or less than 8 marks, 
the marks for each level will be scaled up or down proportionately.  As for section A, candidates who 
discuss more than basic meaning of vocabulary (e.g. the tense / mood of a verb used, the position of 
a word, the nuance of the construction, the effect of a particle, the rhythm of the line and so on) will be 
rewarded, as will those whose answers cover a range of stylistic techniques, ideas and material. 
 

Level AO2 Descriptor Marks AO3 Descriptor Marks 

5 

Candidate's points cover a wide 
range of stylistic device.  The 
points made show clear 
understanding of the Greek. 

4 

Candidate offers a reasonable 
number of points which cover a 
wide range.  These points are fully 
explained. 

4 

4 

Candidate offers points which 
cover a slightly less wide range of 
stylistic device.  The points made 
show a clear understanding of the 
Greek. 

3 

Candidate offers a reasonable 
number of points, although less 
wide ranging than those in Level 5.  
These points are fully explained. 

3 

3 

Candidate's points cover a limited 
range of stylistic device, but they 
do show a clear understanding of 
the Greek. 

2 

Candidate's points cover a limited 
range, and may be basic in nature; 
however, the points are well 
explained. 

2 

2 

Candidate either makes a small 
number of points which show a 
clear understanding of the Greek, 
or a larger number which reveal a 
mistaken understanding. 

1 

Candidate either offers a small 
number of points which are well 
explained, or a larger number of 
points which lack some 
explanation. 

1 

1 
Candidate only offers points which 
reveal a mistaken understanding of 
the Greek. 

0 
Candidate only offers points which 
are insufficiently explained. 

0 
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(iii) The marks for this question are to be awarded in accordance with the level descriptors below, but 
with the proviso that, if the question demands it, all answers should include reference to the 
translation given; failure to do would limit the candidate to no more than a level 3 mark. 

 

Level AO2 Descriptor Marks 

4 
Candidate comments on each word, and offers a reasonable understanding, 
clearly explained, of its meaning in each instance.  When required by the question, 
for each word the candidate also discusses the merits of the translation given. 

4 

3 
Candidate comments on each word, and offers a reasonable understanding, 
clearly explained, of its meaning in each instance.   

3 

2 
Candidate either does not comment on each word, or they reveal at times a flawed 
understanding the word’s meaning and / or their answer is insufficiently explained. 

1,2 

1 
The candidate either does not comment on any word or offers only comments 
which lack reasonable understanding. 

0 

 
 
Indicative Content 
 
(i) The messenger refers to Agauë as ‘mother’; Pentheus spells out slightly pleonastically that he is 

her son and his speech makes frequent use of the words ‘mother’ and ‘son’; moreover, the word 
order often entwines words referring to Pentheus and Agauë and this echoes the closeness of 
their relationship; when Pentheus reaches out to touch his mother’s cheek, the action is a 
reminder of the tenderness between mother and son so lacking here; there are three references 
to the forthcoming murder. 

 
 Candidates might wish to discuss the following details and any poetic effects which might attend 

them: 
 

 mh/ter 

 fo/nou ... mh\ kta/noi ... katakta\nvj 

 parhi/doj / yau/wn   

 E)gw/ toi, mh=ter, ei)mi/, pai=j se/qen / Penqeu/j  

 o(\n e)/tekej e)n do/moij E)xi/onoj 

 w)= mh=te/r  

 pai=da so\n  [4] 
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(ii) Agauë and the other women are shown to be in a wild frenzy and not in their right minds; 
Pentheus has no control and is unable to persuade his mother to stop; he is outnumbered; the 
savagery of the attack is richly described in the details of his dismemberment; Agauë has 
superhuman strength; violent vocabulary is used throughout; we are encouraged to hear the wild 
screams, and to distinguish between Pentheus’ cries of pain and the women’s cries of victory; the 
final image of a ball game shows how warped the situation is. 

 
 Candidates might wish to discuss the following details and any poetic effects which may attend 

them: 
 

 h(\ d` a)fro\n e)ciei=sa kai\ diastro/fouj / ko/raj e(li/ssous` 

 ou) fronou=s` a(/ xrh\ fronei=n 

 e)k Bakxi/ou katei/xet` 

 ou)d` e)/peiqe/ nin 

 labou=sa .... a)ntiba=sa ... a)pespa/racen 

 w)le/nhj a)ristera\n xe/ra ... pleurai=sin ... w)=mon 

 ou)x u(po\ sqe/nouj 

 eu)ma/reian  

 r(hgnu=sa sa/rkaj 

 o)/xloj te pa=j 

 h)=n ... pa=s` o(mou= boh/ ... o(\ me\n stena/zwn ...  ai(\ d` h)la/lazon   

 e)/fere d` h(\ me\n w)le/nhn / h(\ d` i(/xnoj au)tai=j a)rbu/laij  

 gunnou=to de\ pleurai\ sparagmoi=j 

 v(matwme/nh 

 diesfai/rize sa/rka Penqe/wj [12] 

 
(iii) The question is marked in line with the grid on p11. [4] 
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Essay 
 
Essays are marked in line with the scheme below.  Candidates will not tend to show all the qualities 
or faults described by any one mark band.  Examiners will attempt to weigh all these up at every 
borderline, in order to see whether the work can be considered for the category above. 
 
To achieve at the highest level candidates need to demonstrate close engagement both with the texts 
studied and with critical scholarship.  Language should include confident use of technical terms.  
Credit will be given for a well expressed and well-structured response. 
 
Examiners will take a positive and flexible approach and, even when there are obvious flaws in an 
answer, they will reward evidence of knowledge and any signs of understanding and careful 
organisation.  In the marking of these questions, specific guidelines will be given for each question 
agreed by the examination team.  This is exemplified in the indicative content given below the mark 
scheme.  
 

Level AO1 Descriptor Marks AO3 Descriptor Marks 

5 

Thorough historical, political, social 
and cultural knowledge.  Specific 
detail as well as wide-ranging 
knowledge of the set text and at 
least one theme text. 

4 

Authoritative selection of appropriate 
material.  Close analysis of the 
theme.  Engagement with secondary 
literature.  Sensitive approach to 
poetic devices and confident use of 
technical terms.  Well-structured, 
well-developed and coherent 
response. 

14–16 

4 

Sound historical, political, social and 
cultural knowledge.  Specific detail 
or wide ranging knowledge of the 
set text and at least one theme text. 

3 

Relevant selection of material.  
Clear ability to analyse the theme.  
Familiarity with secondary literature.  
Clear ability to identify poetic 
devices and some use of technical 
terms.  Clear and logically structured 
response. 

11–13 

3 

Some historical, political, social and 
cultural knowledge.  Fair knowledge 
of set text and at least one theme 
text, though superficial and / or 
lacking in general context. 

2 

Material selected but not always to 
best effect.  Some analysis of the 
theme.  Some knowledge of 
secondary literature.  Occasional 
correct use of technical terms.  
Structure and development of the 
response unconvincing. 

8–10 

2 

Limited historical, political, social 
and cultural knowledge.  Partial 
knowledge of the set text and at 
least one theme text. 

1 

Material unfocused.  Weak analysis 
of the theme.  Attempt at correct use 
of technical terms but some 
confusion; no progression of 
argument. 

5–7 

1 
Random evidence of knowledge of 
the set text / theme text and wider 
context. 

0 

Basic material; no attempt at 
analysis of the theme.  No evidence 
of technical terms.  Little attempt to 
structure the response. 

1–4 
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Indicative Content 
 
Euripides Electra: The House of Atreus 
 
10 ‘The women in this myth are more fearsome than the men.’  Discuss. 
 
 AO1: Candidates should show knowledge of the presentation of a range of male and female 

characters.  Candidates should show knowledge of contemporary Athenian attitudes towards 
women and men. 

 
 AO3: Candidates should analyse and evaluate this characterization by engaging with the 

definition of ‘fearsome’ and then considering whether the characters as presented match up with 
that definition.  Useful to their discussion will be the content and tenor of the characters’ 
speeches, other characters’ reactions to them (including the chorus), our own expectations, and 
the characters’ actions.  The best answers are likely to demonstrate an awareness of the likely 
Athenian attitudes to men and women, and so consider whether the women in these plays might 
have seemed more or less fearsome to an Athenian audience than to us. 

 
 
11 ‘Euripides’ Electra is more an anti-heroine than a heroine.’  Discuss this in the context of 

one or more of the other theme texts you have read. 
 
 AO1: Candidates should show knowledge of the presentation of Electra.  Candidates should 

show knowledge of contemporary Athenian values. 
 
 AO3: Candidates should analyse and evaluate this material in the context of what might 

constitute a ‘heroine’ or an ‘anti-heroine’.  In discussing this, they will need to engage with the 
definition of ‘heroine’: the best answers are likely to consider a range of definitions (e.g. main 
protagonist or admirable character) and show an awareness of the difference contemporary 
Athenian values may have made to the plays’ interpretation.  In evaluating Electra’s character, 
candidates may find it useful to consider the reaction invited by her speeches, the other 
characters’ reactions to her (including the chorus), her character in comparison to other 
characters in the play, the consequences of her actions and so on.  The best answers are likely 
to discuss the impact that the other presentations (e.g. by Aeschylus or Sophocles) might make 
upon the interpretation of Euripides’ version. 

 
 
12 A myth set in the distant past: how do these plays connect with their audiences 

nonetheless? 
 
 AO1: Candidates should show knowledge of the details from the plays which are far removed 

from fifth-century Athens, and those aspects which might seem to be the reverse. 
 
 AO3: Candidates should analyse and evaluate this material by considering the aspects of the 

plays which might connect with their audiences, and then exploring how and why they do this.  
Candidates might find it useful to consider both the aspects of the plays’ content which are 
tmeless (e.g. questions of revenge, the demands that different relationships bring, the definition 
of nobility, the role of the gods etc.), and the aspects of presentation which might draw the 
audience in (e.g. use of imagery, emotive language, surprise, music and dance).  The best 
answers might consider the expectations of the Athenian tragic genre, and discuss the 
convention of using myths set mainly outside Athens.  
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13 ‘The chorus make more of an impact upon the audience than they do upon the characters 
within the plays.’  Discuss. 

 
 AO1: Candidates should show knowledge of the content of the chorus’ lines (both spoken and 

sung), their impact upon other characters’ thoughts / actions, and their likely impact upon the 
audience.  Candidates should show knowledge of the chorus’ role and development within 
Athenian drama. 

 
 AO3: Candidates should analyse and evaluate these lines by exploring their role within the 

confines of their play (i.e. the extent to which they engage significantly with the other characters) 
and their role in shaping the audience’s response.  Useful to this discussion will be to consider 
how it is that the chorus might engage the audience, e.g. by the use of imagery, association, 
emotive language, explicit comment and so on.  The best answers are likely to show an 
awareness of the development of the chorus’ role over the course of the fifth century and to 
discuss the differences between the tragedians’ use of the chorus.  Moreover, the best answers 
may distinguish between the spoken lines and those sung, or between the Chorus Leader and 
the Chorus as a collective whole.  

 
 
Homer Iliad XXII: Heroism and Death in Homer 
 
14 ‘All the most noble characters are Trojan.’  Discuss. 
 
 AO1: Candidates should show knowledge of the characters of a range of Trojans and Greeks, 

and knowledge of the moral values of the Homeric world. 
 
 AO3: Candidates should evaluate and analyse this information, discussing how the reader’s 

reaction to these characters is shaped by the text (e.g. by comments made by the poet, by the 
reaction of other characters, by the extent of our exposure to them, by their contrast with other 
characters and so on).  In addition, candidates should discuss what it is to be noble, and include 
in this discussion an awareness of the moral values of the Homeric world. 

 
 
15 ‘In Homer’s world, physical prowess matters more than anything else.’  Discuss. 
 
 AO1: Candidates should show knowledge of a range of scenes where physical prowess is an 

important part.  They should show knowledge of the values of the Homeric world. 
 
 AO3: Candidates should evaluate and analyse these scenes by discussing the importance given 

to physical prowess within the text (exploring, for example, the benefits it brings, the views of the 
characters and the narrator, and the role it has within the texts’ plots).  Their answers should offer 
an explanation as to why the Homeric world gave it so high a value.  A balanced discussion will 
require analysis of other attributes that are shown to be important (such as, for example, 
compassion, intellect, magnanimity, eloquence, steadfastness and so on).   

 
 
16 ‘Heroic tales of fantasy and escapism, which offered little for the ordinary citizen.’  

Discuss. 
 
 AO1: Candidates should show knowledge of a range of scenes which might count as heroic 

fantasy and escapism.  They should show knowledge of the context of the poems’ Ancient Greek 
audience(s). 

 
 AO3: Candidates should evaluate and analyse these scenes by discussing first why, in the 

context of the poems’ Ancient Greek audience(s), these scenes might count as ‘fantasy’ and 
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‘escapism’; second they should consider whether there is anything else of value within them.  
They might distinguish between the scenes’ fantastical details – such as gods taking part in the 
action, feats of superhuman strength, magical adventures and so on – and the human truths 
contained therein (considering, for example, the value systems, emotions, relationships and so 
on which are explored).    

 
17 In the Homeric world, is there anything to gain from death? 
 
 AO1: Candidates should show knowledge of a range of scenes where death and the 

consequences of death are the focus.  They should show knowledge of the values of the Homeric 
world. 

 
 AO3: Candidates should evaluate and analyse these scenes and discuss the consequences of 

death in the context of Homeric values; they could consider the reactions and values of the 
characters, the choices they make, statements made by the narrator, and the emotional tenor 
given to death-scenes.  The best answers are likely to consider different types of death.   
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